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About This Game

A short puzzle game where you
play as you playing as you

to find out why.

Too experimental for more spoilers. I think you'll like the ending if you can find it.

Features

+ Rooms/Layers

+ Buttons
+ Doors and Keys

+ Implications

Accessibility

+ No dialog
- No subtitles
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+ No color differentiation required
+ Mostly high contrast

+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks
+ Simple menu

- No instructions
- No alternative difficulty levels

- Only partial non-remappable controller support (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 1 button)
- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires: wasd or arrow keys, enter or space or e, escape)
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okay so take star fox but replace the space ships with sperm and you've got yourself a 10/10 game. This game is fun when you're
bored, but it also lags a bit so it's very frustrating when you're bored.. Hard mode is actually hard and the roguelike "pillage a
massive debris field of derelict spacecraft for supplies to survive and gear up" is actually something I've been wanting to
play\/develop myself for a while. The excellent presentation, artstyle and tongue-in-cheek story\/setting are a nice bonus. Only
"con" so far is that there aren't a huge amount of options for conserving ammo resources in a lot of scenarios. Some sort of
melee weapon would be a welcome addition.. Wonderfull game, beautifull story, all game aspects are very well-made. Graphics
aren't the best but you can easily handle them. Story is cunning, very impressive and brave. Simply one of the best games out
here 10\/10. Fun music visualizer.

With that said, in the 15 minutes or so that I had it on it didn't appear that the theme and color changed organically, it's all done
via the remotes. As dissapointing as that is, the program is well worth the $1.24. At one point, I was actually able to replicate the
"DMT dome" somewhat accurately with a certain combination of settings. ;). \u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7
THE NEW TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO
MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO TRAP INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE
BARRAGE INTO TRAP HYPER INTO QUAD SHOTGUN INTO MISSILE BARRAGE INTO TRAP INTO QUAD
SHOTGUN FINISHER COMBO! IM LOVIN IT!
\u30fd\u0f3c = 3 =\u0f3d7. Ofrece al jugador la posibilidad de tomar decisiones tácticas, buscar los puntos débiles de los
enemigos y elegir las armas más adecuadas. Ademas recibirá la ayuda de los poderes únicos y habilidades que le proporciona el
dios al que venera, siempre y cuando dicho dios esté satisfecho con él .. vale la pena ;)..... DROD RPG <3. Let's keep it short,
just like the game is...

The game is solid, it does what it says on the tin.
Game is a lot of fun, really well executed, attacks are really well communicated, bosses give you short warm-up showing attacks
used in their patterns before actually attacking you with it. Bullets are flashy that makes them easy to see - also epilepsy
warning
If you ever played bullet hell games it will be quite easy (maybe except last two levels, those can be a bit challenging)
Art is ok, minor warning, the game comes uncensored and there is no option to apply censor so it's strictly NSFW.

Only problem for me is the fact that the game is a lot of fun, good concept, well executed, but it is really short. This makes
sense considering the low price. But I really wish there was more to it.
I am average Bullet Hell player, barrely beating most games on normal difficulty, but this game took me only 33-34 minutes to
beat (with 2 restarts due to perfect start syndrome).

That being said, I am now siting here and wondering what to do, considering i still can refund. There is a lot of potential but I
am not sure if it will be utilized. It's a good game, and you surelly should give it a try, it's cheap anyway~!
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If you like dungeon siege and gauntlet. This is for you. Needs more people for co-op.. recollect the gundemoniums for
maximum points. Cant stop playing the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of it :) I was surprised that i like this kind
of game that much. Its just Minesweeper with RPG-Elements like Classes and Items. Every run feels different because of its
complexity and so it has a high replay value but at the same time its simple and fast to play too in the first levels, later it
becomes very challenging and you need time to think every step till it feels like unbeatable. The Achievments are a good Idea to
have some Goals. I read they come later that is why they maybe dont stand there on the Shop-Page, where "Singleplayer" is
written but a bit under it, so dont miss it.
Sorry for bad english, wanted to help ppl as many as possible :). A nice and enjoyable little game.

I liked:
------
-- No random battles - a must for me nowadays. The days of random battles are long past.
-- Quick normal battles - The normal battles do not take long, especially if you know what you are doing. Having just one
character to control definitely helps.
-- Good quality overall - Good writing, very good music, good level designs.
-- Some strategy required - Bosses have strategies, too bad the game gets too easy middle-way (see below).
-- Interesting equipments - not just upgrades over your old gear, you have to think before you equip.
-- And last (but not least): The game was ENJOYABLE. Not once during my playthrough did I get bored. And that is the most
important thing in a game in my book; Being fun.

I disliked
---------
--The difficulty. Halfway through the game becomes very very easy. At least that happened to me, and I know I did not
overfarm enemies. If you don't skip enemies, and search the areas for loot and buffs, you will breeze though the game no
problem. At least till you reach the final boss, that will send you packing if you are not truly prepared.
--A little rushed - While the game is quite polished, it shows that it could have been given a little more time from the creator.
The last dungeons are quite barren dialogue-wise and event-wise, and there are places where your character can walk up walls
etc.

Summary:
I definitely recommend this game for anyone that wants a quick rpg fix during a break from more demanding games. This is not
a game you will remember for the rest of your life, but it's a good worth for its money.. Going through my steam libray
reviewing all the indie games I have! Starting off with this one :)

If you love speed running, challenging game play, and a game that requires quick reflexes then this is the game for you! You are
tasked with killing all the enemies in the map as fast as you can, the clock doesn't start until you start actually moving which
gives you a good opportunity to survey the map and determine what's the fastest and most effective way to slice or ninja star
these robot pirates. The game really makes you think and I find that to be super fun! Trying to complete the level as fast as you
possibly can while trying to make your every move count is very thrilling and when those three stars pop up at the end of the
level it feels like you just defeated a boss in Dark Souls.

Some other reviews on Steam said this but it is very welcoming to newcomers of this genre despite being difficult. You only
need to earn one star to progress onto the next level and the amount of stars needed to go onto the next stage are very fair.

The gameplay in this game is also very tight. Every move you make feels instantaneous which is really amazing for games like
these where every move counts. I didn't play with a controller but they are settings in the main menu for it so if that's your thing
it does have controller support.

Check out my blog for a full review! :)

https://indiesandthings.com/2018/05/14/a-lesser-known-super-meat-boy-type-game-10-second-ninja-x/. Like DLC for VX Ace?
Great! Looking for retro looking Characters and Tilesets? Even better! If this is right for you, give it a try. Though, don't expect
a hundered graphical resources in this DLC. It also contains some characters from RPG Maker 2003! It includes some cool
custom made characters in it too, along with emotions. Lastly, the Tilesets have that 90's JRPG vibe to it as well. Overall, it's not
bad. However, a second addition to this DLC that included Faces and Battlers would be a nice touch to it.. A good game that
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keeps you challenged and entertained.. Clans is an old school hack and slash action game similar to Diablo. After playing for a
while i managed to complie a list of good and bad points which i shall list, i shall point out the flaws and leave the good bits to
the end to leave this review on a happier note;

Their doesn't seem to be any stratergy involved. There are three warrior classes and the "elf" class which is the wizard. and while
i enjoy the idea of different fighting styles, there is the Warrior, the Barbarian and the dwarf, which is less cliche more boring
when selecting a character, people who prefere long range only have one class and that is the elf class.

The lack of items. The game seems to try and make it out that there is challenge when really its just unfair, you get two lives and
they go quickly as you get surrounded by more and more enemies, i got down to about half health when i encontered a mini
boss. I thought he was some form of boss as he was hiding behind the statue so he got the first hit, and he did the most damage
out of all the other monsters I fought, this lead to my death and i respawned and killed him, this rbought be down to four hit
points left and he dropped a potion which brought me up to 11, i was thent asked to clear out a cottage (so my first real quest)
where i found myself swarmed with no healing of any kind and i died again losing my last life and going back to the main menu.

The controls. The controls for moving are straight forward but attacking is the right mouse button which is odd and i was not
told this so i had taken a few hits before i figured it out, there are interactable items within the game but there is little to no clue
apart from a slight light up of the item. weapons do not have any sort of indication as to whats better or what it requires, there is
an axe for example which requires two hands, i didnt know this untill i saw that i didn't have my sheild equipped anymore.
There are also items in the game world that dont seem to have any use, left clicking (which is used for moving and item
management) does nothing and the right mouse button swings your weapon.

the writing: this is a minor point but the spelling and wording could use some work it isnt bad but it doesnt scream "in your face
bioware"

Now onto the good points which im pleased to say, what this game does well it does -very- well so lets get started:

Sound. The music and sound effects are brilliant and you get the right atmosphere that some games simply cannot achieve.

Introduction. the opening introduction is fully voiced (and voiced quite well i will add) and gives a very retro feel which made
me feel quite excited to play this game.

Function. The game downlaoded quickly, had no problems getting it to run, and it ran smoothly with no obvious bugs or
glitches, it seems this was a main focus of their time and it shows.

so i have listed three bad points (not counting the spelling and writing becuase what do you expect from a hack and slash diablo
clone?") and three good points so its time to give my final verdict.....

I would -not- recommend this game on its own merits.. It's atrocious. If it had more Briggs screaming lines like "Unf******
believable!" (it's actually censored like that in game) whenever you killed an enemy, it'd be in so-bad-it's-good territory.

Instead, gameplay is both mind numbingly monotonous and difficult, and it's impossible to discern what is what with the terrible
blurred lighting. Enemies' projectiles will seek you out and are nearly impossible to dodge without cover. You'll die a lot, but
thankfully there is no death penalty.

On the bright side - you'll bust a gut at some of the voice acting and facial animations.

I'll try to push through to the end, but I doubt I'll make it.
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